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About This Game

Explore the surreal archipelago of the celtic otherworld Annwn (ann-oon), evading the sweeping gaze of the Watchmen. Hurl
your soul from one totem to another in search of answers. Manipulate the environment to progress, but beware of disrupting the

balance of light and darkness...

Annwn is an abstract stealth strategy game about making decisions under pressure, played across a series of bleak and lonely
procedural islands.

You are a disembodied soul, able to dissolve and recreate elements of this mist-shrouded archipelago. Absorb the energy of
trees and rocks, and use it to create totems which you can possess...anywhere that you can see the floor. Pump more energy into

a totem to raise it higher before transferring your soul to it. Ascend the hills but watch out for the slowly revolving Watcher,
who will try to redistribute your precious energy across the landscape. Find clues to the fate of your lost love hidden around the

landscape before ascending to absorb the Watcher itself and move on.

Infinite variety of procedural islands.

Improve your abilities by absorbing Watchers.

Campaign arcs deliver stories of love, loss, life and death.
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Other, undocumented mysteries await in the Otherworld...
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Title: Annwn: the Otherworld
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Quantum Soup Studios
Publisher:
Quantum Soup Studios
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Any

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Shader level 5.0

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Big fan, played all episodes. Episode one still has the best mechanics, you get stuff while being idle there, later you always have
to click for income.
Game lacks a speed system, but is more fun for perfectionists and much more strategic with external tools running it on a lower
speed.

Negative rating is deserved through the latest patch, the game now forces a connection to an online server spamming the menu
with an ad for some other game - some "free" pay to win sheet.
Thumbs down to the devs for this behaviour, I don't pay for a game to watch you fukn ads.. Not really recommended unless you
still use Windows XP (the game doesn't work with windows 7), or you have the time needed to mess around with your computer
settings every time you want to play it.. this game is sh#% i played for a few minutes and quickly realized it was worth nothing.
Ive had this DLC for 12months now, The models are great and textures look really nice both inside and outside the cab,view out
of cab window allows you to drive the loco from within the cab unlike some DLC.Sound design is really nice although the loco
exhaust sounds are awful to my ears but other reviewers have praised the sound.Ihave only driven these locos in advanced mode
and they are good steamers,manually topping the boiler up with water the injectors can be a little fussy, and these locos would
give Lewis Hamilton a run for is money from a standing start, 0 to 40mph is easily acheived in 27 secs.I think the smoke effects
on these locos are some of the best in TS.Plenty of rolling stock comes with DLC loads of custom options from within the
editor.my only gripe with this DLC is that there is no cab light if your on the night shift your knackered, my score would be 8.5
out of 10.. If you have a certain affection for cheesy "B" movies, and you like adventure games, buy Tesla Effect. It's goofy; it's
campy; it's witty; it's pretty much everything you'd want out of a game that doesn't take itself seriously. The gameplay itself isn't
anything to write home about and feels rather dated (though that may be part of the intent), but Tex is an affable protagonist
whose Dad-joke charm quickly grows on you, and the script (albeit a strange one) continually entertains with Tex running into a
colorful cast of characters and finding himself in one amusing predicament after another. Admittedly it probably hits more of a
niche than appealing to general audiences, but if you're just looking for a fun time that puts a silly smile on your face, Tex is a
good guy to spend it with.. Game Information

Phantasmat: The Endless Night Collector's Edition is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that was developed by Eipix
Entertainment and published by Big Fish Games Studio.

The third chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "Phantasmat" and "Crucible Peak."

Since this is a collector's edition, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are four different difficulty game modes to choose from: Easy; Medium; Hard and Custom.

There is an interactive map in the game. It allows the player to fast travel between each locations quickly. It also indicates that there
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are tasks that can be completed at certain locations. The interactive map is not automatically given at the start of the game.

There is a padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place to make it stationary.

There are interactive items in the game. Some of these interactive items may require extra components before they can be interact
with. All interactive items are marked with a symbol in one of the corners.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Riddled items; Find 'x' amount items;Shadow items; Traditional word list. Some
of these hidden object scenes may require little or no interactions. Most of the hidden object scenes can be replayed in the game's
extra feature section.

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them. Most of the puzzles can be replayed in the game's
extra feature section.

There is a collectible in the game: Eye. They are scattered throughout the game for the player to find.

Since this is a collector's edition, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed only after the main story is completed.

There are thirteen different achievements to unlock from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come with some
requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked. These achievements are in-game only.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Bonus Hidden Objects; Bonus Puzzles; Soundtracks; Wallpapers; Concept Art;
Souvenir Room and Game's Strategy Guide. Most of these extra features can be access only after the entire game is completed.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.
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Storywise, there is nothing above this one. The graphics are great. Sound is amazing.
I dont't know why these muppets decided to ruin the experience by adding TWO layers of DRM to the game, steam and also the
cerberus network which is origin. I was also annoyed by the fact that i had to buy DLC even if i bought the digital deluxe
edition...the shadow broker DLC is no longer included and you have to buy it seperately.
Overall a great game with a lot of additional DLC that has to be bought for bioware points....jeez.
Still, the gaming experience is great and the possibility of importing a savegame from ME1 with gameplay effects from all your
previous decisions is marvelous.
Recommended for masochistic double DRM dunces who are not afraid to pay extra for DLCs.. this is fun!
an on-the-rails shooter with gun and shield
still needs some fine tuning, but for 4$ its well worth it id say! :). Steam is great but this is the worst steam game I've ever tried.
. This game has never started. It comes up to load and just stays in that spot never loads up... lots of free stuff. Very F2P
friendly. you want to win the game ? then don't get out of the bunker. Funny and relaxing.... This game absolutely accomplishes
what it set out to do - a multplayer VR shootout in a space western setting. The visercal feeling of exchanging gunfire with
another person in VR is something that really makes this game special.

The junk acts as a functional resource to incentivize movement around the map. The game starts with only a few pieces of junk
onboard which won't cover the entire ship. Clever players will manuver themselves to exposed flanks, punishing unfortified
ships.

Some of the controls feel very natural, but others are harder to divine. To steer the ship, grab the steering column and tilt in the
desired direction. Easy and responsive. To switch to team voice chat, change the channel on the welder to channel 2. A little less
obvious. After a couple hours in the game, the controls are no longer an issue.

There are crashes here and there (mostly between matches), but noticably less so from patch to patch. My experience was purely
on the United States servers, with the game and networking feeling very responsive the vast majority of the time. Finding a
game has never been a problem. On a given weeknight, the US playerbase has been ~40, with weekends seeing 60+.

I recommend favoring Team Deathmatch over Free-For-All for two reasons. First, the shootouts are more controlled than chaos;
team-members open the door to more flanking strategies and yield less instances of being surronded and gunned down from
behind. Second is the simple joy of riding shotgun with another player ; chase sequences and shooting side by side with another
person are some of the best moments in this game.

A whole lot of fun and handily worth the price.

RANDOM OF WARS Update 1.3.4:
Hello Randomies!
Today we upload a new update for environment.

Before
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Before
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Now

ROW 1.3.4 :

 [ADD] Fog distance

 [ADD] UnderWater Effect

 [ADD] Water final result
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 [OPT] Motion blur level 10 to 8 (test n2)

 [OPT] Realtime light

 [OPT] Grass density

 [OPT] Reduce 2sec to connect on world map

 [OPT] Optimisation game manager increase 20% on CPU

 [OPT] WindZone

 [OPT] Ground large texture

 [FIX] Clipping shadows on build

 [FIX] Position of PNJ

. Update! Meta Vulcan no longer cost energy and Chinese/Italian language support.:
We spend our last week translate the game to other language now you should be able to play game with Chinese language also
Italian if anyone want to help us translate to your local language feel free to contact me. :D

We also make some big change to energy management function follow this list.

[Maingun nolonger cost energy ]
Spam them all you want! but it still function as semi automatic and have small delay between each shot.

[Using Plasma shield will stop energy generation]
Despire old plasma shield balance rely to how main gun function since Meta Vulcan no longer consume energy we need to get
some solution to balance this weapon and this's out solution.

[Energy Regen Slower]
You can find energy regen in this version little slower when compare to previous version but from what we test we didn't have
any problem from this change since Meta Vulcan no longer cost energy

Even energy regen got nerf but seem like player can perform Powershot more often than before except late game which player
can no longer shoot 2 power shot continuous as before.
. The story concludes with chapter 4 - Now available!:
Here it is!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/774531/Snail_Trek__Chapter_4_The_Final_Fondue/

Also, the four chapters are now a part of a "complete the set" bundle (not available in some countries) for an additional 25%
discount.. New casual thematic maze game "aMAZE Lunar" now available on Steam!:
Hello, dear Gamer! We have prepared for you a new thematic maze game, with new challenge, cool achievements and Asian art,
hope you like it! Thank you for your support us! Enjoy)

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1031540/aMAZE_Lunar/
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.
Weekly News #21 - Office Relocation:

 Hi! Our long re-work will be done soon and we are finally relocating our office.
You will see an update as the simulation works and other necessary tasks for card balance tests are completed.

Thanks for your attention and see you soon!. Update v1.10 Bug fixes!:
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Hi everyone,

Our final update of the year is available now! In this update (v.1.10) we have added the Bigfoot DLC illnesses to Sandbox if you
own the DLC and fixed various bugs.

Changelog:

 Added the Bigfoot DLC illnesses and cure rooms to Sandbox mode for people who own the DLC

 Fixed a bug where guest trainers were not available after they have left the hospital

 Various crash fixes and bug fixes

 Speculative fixes for some load failures

Let us know in the comments below or in the steam discussion forum 
(https://steamcommunity.com/app/535930/discussions/0/2806204040006424820/ ) if you have any issues or questions about the
update, and we will get back to you.

We have lots of exciting things planned for Two Point Hospital in the new year and we will share what we are up to with you as
soon as we can. Thank you so much for all of the support this year, it's been amazing!

HAPPY CHRISTMAS!
. Want to unlock the new Champion, Athena, FREE? Play the Slipgate Festival event!:
Hey Quakers!

Our all-new attack-and-defend teamplay mode Slipgate is coming in this week's October Update, and what better way to
celebrate than by giving you a chance to win some major rewards--including unlocking the all-new Champion, Athena, FREE
for the whole community!

The task is simple – play Slipgate matches from October 11 through 31 alongside your fellow players to complete community
goals. New rewards unlock all month long as Quakers worldwide reach milestones! You can read the full event details here: 
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https://beth.games/2IIcPLd
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Haven't heard of Slipgate mode? We've got you covered: Slipgate mode preview[quake.bethesda.net]

. Kerbal Space Program Angel Precario Mistakes have been made:
It has been a while since I posted an update about 'Angel Precario' and there's a clear reason why I had been quiet for that long.

I think mistakes have been made my myself with announcing this game while I was just starting developing 'Angel Precario'. I
had the idea about this free game which should be story only, and what would be better than visual novels, right?
Well, I guess pretty much everything.
There has been times where I was working on the game while being motivated. But sooner or later I started to don't like the
story at some points. So I changed dialoges and changed some parts of the story here and there.
Than that software I'm using to develop the game with had an update and killed every progress I had so far and I needed to start
at zero again.
At that moment I started to lose my motivation to work on 'Angel Precario', and I started to dislike the story even more. I
changed the story more and more and rewrote the whole story again, and it was just getting worse in my honest opinion.

At that time Life is Strange 2 (Episode 1) had been released. I've also started to play the first Life is Strange and Life is
Strange: Before the Storm. Espacially the first LiS hit me hard, and while I was seeing how well written the story of the game
is and how lovely it looks... I started to ask myself if it's even worth to keep working on 'Angel Precario'.
I know... I shouldn't compare 'Angel Precario' with LiS but that game hit me right in my face and feels, in a positive way of
course. It was such an emotional rollercoaster ride for me that I started to think that 'Angel Precario' will suck anyway and
nobody will even care about it.
Why would anybody play my VN when you can play Life is Strange?

And I have to tell you, if you haven't played LiS yet... go and play it. The first chapter is for free and that game is just awesome.

Okay, that's no review for Life is Strange so lets get back to my... game.
There has been a lot of stuff happend in the past which leads me to the point that I'm absolutly not happy with 'Angel Precario'.
If I wouldn't had changed the story and dialogues that often I think the game would already had been released.
I haven't promoted the game. Something you normally should do as an developer.
I was way to silent about the game and updates.
I totally sucked when it comes to every of those amazing voice actors who didn't know whats going on. Hell... even 3 or 4 voice
actors where still waiting for some demo dialogues to check if they would fit the character I recommended to them.

I've made so many mistakes and I'm truly sorry about all of it.

I don't have any experience in marketing or how to communicate with any of you. It doesn't matter if you are someone who's
waiting for the game to play it or if you are one of the voice actors...
I just didn't know what to tell you or anything about this stuff.

Don't get me wrong, it's not my first game I'm working on. But it's almost the first game I've publicly announced and now there
are 600+ people waiting for the game here on steam.
I never even thought I would reach 100 people.
You guys and girls are awesome and to be honest, I didn't deserve any of you for being that silent to all of you.

So a month ago I've read through the story again and I wasn't happy with it. Not even a little bit. I started to dislike it that much
that I deleted the whole story while I was playing the first chapter of Life is Strange 2.
I know... I shouldn't compare my game with other games but what would you do?

I started to dislike the story of my game and I started to hate it.
That's when I was deleting the whole story and wanted to start all over again.
I even wanted to inform you about it but I didn't.
Why? Because I still haven't written a single word for the story.
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I don't know what to tell you now but the truth.
In my point of view I failed in anything I've tried to do with this project and game.

So how am I going to continue?
To be honest... I don't know. Yet.
I still think that the idea of a visual novel with a story I wrote about depressions is shit. I think I will never be able to create an
emotional story just with pictures and some text.
I always will keep comparing my game to others and every new chapter of LiS2.
And while it might sound that I don't like the Life is Strange games... I love them. That's why I'm comparing my game to LiS.

Maybe I just need some time to get my mind clear again.
Christmas, New years eve and my birthday always let my depression climb the ladder and take over my life for a few weeks.

I just wanted to let everybody of you know what's going on and why I have been silent for that long.
I'm sorry for failing communicating with all of you and in developing the game.

I will let you know when something has changed but I can't promise anything.

ZG-Games on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/games_zg

Angel Precario on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/AngelGameSeries

German Facebook-Site for Angel Precario and Angel - The Silver Sword:
https://www.facebook.com/projekt1kraft

English Facebook-Site for Angel Precario and Angel - The Silver Sword:
https://www.facebook.com/zggames/

ZG-Games on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgzKFoxvuTI-HuUcqvbcGEA
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